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ABSTRACT
This paper uses a combination of experiments and theory to study the effects of annealing temperature on the mechanical properties of
hybrid organic–inorganic perovskites (HOIPs). We examined the mechanical (hardness and Young’s modulus), microstructural, and surface
topography properties of the HOIP film at different annealing temperatures ranging from 80 to 170 ○C. A mechanism-based strain gradient
(MSG) theory is used to explain indentation size effects in films at different annealing temperatures. Intrinsic film yield strengths and hardness
values (deduced from the MSG theory) are then shown to exhibit a Hall–Petch dependence on the inverse square root of the average grain
size. The implications of the results are then discussed for the design of mechanically robust perovskite solar cells.

© 2022 Author(s). All article content, except where otherwise noted, is licensed under a Creative Commons Attribution (CC BY) license
(http://creativecommons.org/licenses/by/4.0/). https://doi.org/10.1063/5.0078558

I. INTRODUCTION
Hybrid organic–inorganic perovskites (HOIPs) have emerged

as promising energy-related materials for light absorbers in PV
cells1 and emitters in light-emitting diodes (LEDs)2 and pho-
todetectors.3 The general formula of HOIPs is ABX3, where A
= CH3NH3

+ (MA+), CH(NH2)2+ (FA+), or Cs+; B = Pb+2 or Sn2+;
and X = I−1, Br−1, or Cl−1. The efficiency of perovskite solar cells
(PSCs) has increased drastically above 25%4 over the past decade
due to the novel electronic and optical,5 thermoelectric,6 and sur-
face properties of the perovskite absorbers; scalable properties; low

processing-temperature;7 tunable and direct bandgaps;8 and high
extinction coefficients, high carrier mobility, low exciton binding
energies, and high absorption over a wide range of wavelengths.9
Perovskite materials also have potential for wearable functional
devices with great mechanical flexibility and robustness.10,11 With
the growing interest in HOIPs for deformable devices, the knowl-
edge of their mechanical response to dynamic strain can adequately
implement these materials on flexible and stretchable devices.

The understanding of variations in the mechanical proper-
ties of HOIP structures that are processed at different annealing
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conditions is critical for ultimate device performance and robust-
ness. Annealing temperature influences the structure, morphology,
crystallinity, and optoelectrical properties of perovskite films.12–17

The annealing process is also critical in the formation of the
perovskite film and, consequently, in the power conversion
efficiency (PCE) of the assembled devices.18 Increased anneal-
ing temperature can cause inter-diffusion and increased local
stresses that can lead to the nucleation of cracks19 and pinhole
formation.

Although research into electrical bands and exciton diffusion
pathways has progressed quickly, only a few experimental and the-
oretical studies have been reported on mechanical properties.20–25

The mechanical properties have an impact on the structural phase
transition according to current studies of the production of flexible
hybrid perovskite solar cells resistant to fatigue—material degrada-
tion and mismatch at interfaces, and the consequent lifetime.22,26

Several theoretical21,27 and experimental24,25 calculations have been
used to study the mechanical characteristics of organic–inorganic
perovskite single crystals. Feng20 used the first-principles method to
explore the mechanical characteristics of methylammonium halide
perovskites. By monitoring nanoindentation creep and stress relax-
ation, Reyes-Martinez et al.25 were able to determine the time- and
rate-dependent mechanical characteristics of HOIPs and inorganic
perovskite (IP) single crystals. However, a complete understanding
of the mechanical properties of the HOIP films in nano-/micro-
scale as a function of different annealing temperatures is yet to
emerge. Several thermal annealing temperatures have been used
to process perovskite solar cells.12,17 It is, therefore, important to
understand the mechanical robustness of these perovskite struc-
tures that are processed at different annealing temperatures. Moti-
vated by the need to better understand the small-scale mechanical
behaviors of HOIPs, nanoindentation experiments have been per-
formed on perovskite structures to ascertain mechanical integrity
and robustness.

In this paper, a combined experimental and theoretical
approach is used to study micro- to nano-scale contacts in
formamidinium-rich perovskite films that are relevant to appli-
cations in bendable and wearable perovskite solar cell devices.
The perovskite films are processed at different annealing temper-
atures before relating their mechanical properties to performance
characteristics. Contact-induced deformations and the indenta-
tion size effects (ISEs) are then studied in the micro- and nano-
scale regimes. The observed indentation size effects are explained
by considering the role of geometrically necessary dislocations
(GNDs) using the mechanism-based strain gradient (MSG) theo-
retical models by Gao et al.28 and Ma and Clarke.29 The intrin-
sic yield stress/hardness values, extracted from the MSG theory,
are shown to exhibit a Hall–Petch dependence on grain size.
The Young’s moduli are determined using the Oliver–Pharr30 and
Hay–Crawford31 methods that account for substrate effects. The
implications of the results are then discussed for the design of robust
PSCs.

II. THEORY
A very comprehensive approach for the determination

of the hardness and modulus from depth-sensing indentation
load–displacement data was developed by Doerner and Nix32 and

later by Oliver and Pharr.30 The definition of hardness, H, by Meyer
was adopted in theory.32 This is given by

H =
Pmax

A
, (1)

where Pmax is the maximum load and A is the projected contact area.
The recorded load–displacement data were used to relate the stiff-
ness, S, from the slope of the initial unloading curve to the reduced
elastic modulus, Er ,

Er =

√

π
2

S
√

A
, (2)

where S is the contact stiffness corresponding to the slope of the
load penetration curve at the beginning of the unloading and Er is
expressed in terms of the elastic moduli (E) and Poisson’s ratios (v)
of the indenter (i) and the indented material (im),

1
Er
=

1 − v2
i

Ei
+

1 − v2
im

Eim
. (3)

The projected contact area A calibrated with the contact depth
hc is given by33

A(hc) = 24.5h2
c + C1h1

c + C2h1/2
c + ⋅ ⋅ ⋅ + C8h1/128

c , (4)

where C1 through C8 are constants.
After accounting for the tip rounding distance, ξ = 0.75, for

the Berkovich indenter33 and indentation pileup height hp,34 the
corrected contact area is calculated as follows:

A(hc) = 24.5(hc + ξ + hp)
2
+ C1(hc + ξ + hp)

1
+ C2(hc + ξ + hp)

1/2

+ ⋅ ⋅ ⋅ + C8(hc + ξ + hp)
1/128. (5)

Plasticity theories cannot be utilized to explain indentation size
effects in submicrometer-thin films where the size effect is evident
because no material length scales include the phenomenon. Theo-
ries on strain gradient plasticity (SGP)28,35 are therefore necessary
to explain the size effects. Nix and Gao36 developed a mechanism-
based strain gradient (MSG) model to rationalize the indentation
size effects. The model expresses the depth dependence of hardness
as

(
H
H0
)

2
= 1 +

h∗

h
, (6)

where H is the hardness for a given indent depth h, H0 is the size
independent hardness, and h∗ is the characteristic length parameter
that characterizes the depth dependence of the hardness. This model
predicts that the hardness square is linear to the indentation depth
reciprocal.

Nix and Gao36 also derived an intrinsic length scale l̂ from the
MSG model to accommodate the indentation size dependence of
hardness with the strain gradient,

(
σ
σ0
)

2
= 1 + l̂ χ, (7)

where σ is the effective flow stress in the presence of a gradient, σ0 is
the flow stress in the absence of a gradient, χ is the effective strain
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gradient, and l̂ is a characteristic material length scale. Equation
(7) gives the physical meaning of this characteristic material length
scale, l̂ , which is a measure of the contribution of the strain gradient
to the flow stress.

l̂ can be expressed in terms of Burger’s vector b and shear
modulus μ as

l̂ =
b
2
(

μ
σ0
)

2
. (8)

The relative contributions of statistically stored dislocations
(SSDs) and geometrically necessary dislocations (GNDs) were
approximated with a model by Ma and Clarke using the Taylor and
Tabor relation.37 The strain gradient is the average shear strain Υ
over an indentation size D.29 The density of GNDs, ρG, is given by38

ρG =
4Υ
bD

, (9)

where Υ is the average shear strain over an indentation size, D.
Hardness can, therefore, be estimated as

H ≈ μb[ρS + ρG]
1
2 = μb[ρS +

4Υ
bD
]

1
2
, (10)

where ρS is the density of statistically stored dislocations (SSDs) and
ρG is the density of geometrically necessary dislocations (GNDs).
This model shows that the hardness is inversely related to the indent
size, D.

Elmustafa et al.39 showed that the Taylor hardening model of
dislocation can simply be modified as

H2

C2
1
=

ρS

C2
+

1
D

(11)

with C1 = 2 μ
√

3bΥ and C2 =
4Υ
b .

The yield strength/stress, σ0, is also affected by the grain size.
The grain size dependence is given by the Hall–Petch relation-
ship. The yield strength can be estimated from Tabor’s relation,37

which gives H0 = 3σ0. Hence, the Hall–Petch relationship40 can be
expressed as

σ0 = σ0i +
ky
√

d
, (12)

where σ0i and ky are the intrinsic yield strength in the absence of
grain size effects and material constant, respectively.

III. MATERIALS AND METHODS
A. Materials

Etched Fluorine-doped Tin Oxide (FTO)-coated glass (∼7
Ω sq−1) was purchased from MSE Supplies, Tucson, AZ, USA.
Lead iodide (PbI2)(99.999%), di-isopropoxide bis(acetylacetone),
formamidinium iodide (FAI) (98%), methylammonium chloride
(MACl), methylammonium bromide (MABr) (98%), dimethy-
formamide (DMF), dimethylsulfoxide (DMSO), titania paste,
1-butanol, ethanol, iso-propyl alcohol (IPA), 4-tert-butylpyridine
(tBP), acetonitrile, lithium bis(trifluoromethylsulfonyl) imide (Li-
TFSI), 2, 2′, 7,7′-tetraksi (N,N-di-p-methoxyphenylamine)-9,9′

-spirobifluorene (Spiro-OMeTAD), and anhydrous chlorobenzene

were all purchased from Sigma-Aldrich (Natick, MA, USA). All the
materials were used in their as received conditions.

B. Materials processing
The etched FTO glasses were cleaned with detergent and deion-

ized water. They were sonicated for 15 min successively in deion-
ized water, acetone (Sigma-Aldrich), and IPA (Sigma-Aldrich). The
cleaned glass substrates were blown to dry up in nitrogen gas, and
UV-ozone cleaning (Novascan, Main Street Ames, IA, USA) was
used to remove the organic residues.

According to the preceding protocol,41 the electron transport-
ing layer (ETL) made of the compact titanium oxide (c-TiO2) and
mesoporous titanium oxide (m-TiO2) was deposited on the FTO
glasses. The compact titanium oxide (c-TiO2) was spin coated onto
the cleaned FTO glass from a 0.15 M solution of titanium diiso-
propoxide bis(acetylacetone) in 1-butanol at 2000 rpm for 30 s. This
was then annealed at 150 ○C for 5 min before spin coating a 0.3 M
solution of titanium diisopropoxide bis(acetylacetone) in 1-butanol
at 2000 rpm for 30 s. The deposited c-TiO2 was then sintered in a
furnace (Linberg Blue M, Thermo Fisher Scientific) at 500 ○C for 30
min. When the layer cooled down to room temperature, a meso-
porous titanium oxide [from a mixture of titania paste and ethanol
in the ratio of 1:5 (w:w)] was spin coated onto it at 4000 rpm for
30 s and sintered at 500 ○C for 1 h in the furnace (Linberg Blue
M, Thermo Fisher Scientific). A mixture of 0.5993 g of PbI2 and
DMF:DMSO (9.5:0.5; v:v) was used to prepare lead iodide solution,
which was stirred at 500 rpm for 2 h at 60 ○C heating tempera-
ture. The mixture was filtered through a 0.45 μm mesh before spin
coating onto mesoporous TiO2 at 1500 rpm for 30 s. The film was
annealed at 70 ○C for 1 min and allowed to cool down to room
temperature.

The formamidinium iodide-rich (FAI-rich) organic solution
was then prepared from 60 mg of FAI, 6 mg of MABr, and 6 mg
of MACl in 1 ml of IPA. The solution was spin coated onto the
PbI2 layers at 1300 rpm for 30 s. The films were annealed at various
temperatures (80, 100, 130, 150, and 170 ○C) to form the perovskite
layer. Some of the annealed perovskite films were set aside for char-
acterization, while a hole transport layer (HTL) was spin coated on
the films for PSC devices.

The HTL was prepared by first dissolving 260 mg of Li-TFSI
in 1 ml of acetonitrile. Then, 72 mg of Spiro-OMeTAD was dis-
solved in 1 ml of chlorobenzene before adding 30 and 35 μl of tBP
and Li-TFSI solutions, respectively. The mixture was sonicated for
5 min and spin coated unto the perovskite films at 4000 rpm for
30 s. Finally, a 90 nm thick layer of gold was thermally evaporated
onto the films using an Edward E306A thermal evaporator (Edward
E306A, Easton PA, USA). The evaporation was carried out at a vac-
uum pressure of ∼1 × 10−6 Torr and a deposition rate of 0.2 nm
s−1. A shadow mask of 0.12 cm2 was used to define the area of the
device.

Nanoindentation tests were carried out using the KLA iMicro
nanoindentation testing system (Nanomechanics, Inc., Oak Ridge,
TN), a universal nanomechanical in situ testing platform powered
by the InForce 1000 electromagnetic actuator and capacitive dis-
placement sensor. An Avantes UV–vis spectrophotometer (Avantes,
BV, USA) was used to measure the optical absorbance of the per-
ovskite films that were annealed at different temperatures. The
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microstructures of the top surfaces and cross sections of the films
were observed under a field emission gun scanning electron micro-
scope (SEM) (JSM 7000F, JOEL Ltd., Tokyo, Japan). The surface
topographies of the films were examined using an atomic force
microscope (AFM) (-NX 20 Park Systems, Santa Clara, CA, USA).
An x-ray diffractometer (XRD) (Malvern PANalytical, Westbor-
ough, MA, USA) was used to obtain the XRD patterns of the
perovskite film under a Cu Kα radiation source with the beta nickel
filter at 40 KV and 40 mA.

For all the perovskite solar cell (PSC) devices produced at dif-
ferent annealing temperatures, the current density–voltage curves
were measured using a Keithley sourcemeter unit 2400 system
(Keithley, Tekronix, Newark, NJ, USA) connected to an Oriel solar
simulator (Oriel, Newport Corporation, Irvine, CA, USA). The
devices were exposed to AM 1.5 G illumination of 100 mW cm−2

during the current density–voltage measurements. The solar simu-
lator was calibrated using a calibrated silicon cell (91 150 V silicon
reference cell, Newport).

C. Nanoindentation experiments
To measure the mechanical properties of the perovskite films,

indentation tests on fused silica were performed to acquire the area
function calibration. The calibrating method assumes that Young’s
modulus of elasticity is unaffected by indentation depth.30 For silica
used in the calibration experiment, Er = 68.6GPa. The elastic mod-
ulus for the Berkovich indenter is 1140 GPa. The Poisson’s ratios
for the silica and the indenter are 0.17 and 0.07, respectively. A pro-
jected contact area was estimated for each indent using Eq. (2). The
computed area was then plotted against contact depth (Fig. 1), and
a fitting procedure was employed to fit A vs hc to a polynomial from
Eq. (5). Using this approach, the coefficients C1 through C8 have
been calibrated for the Berkovich indenter used in the current study.

FIG. 1. The computed projected contact area A as a function of contact depth hc

with a polynomial fit.

After the calibration, nano-indentation experiments were performed
on the perovskite films annealed at 80, 100, 130, 150, and 170 ○C.

The nanoindentation experiments were carried out with the
iMicro, a universal nanomechanical in situ testing platform pow-
ered by the InForce 1000 electromagnetic actuator and capacitive
displacement sensor (Nanomechanics, Inc., Oak Ridge, TN) using
the dynamic constant strain rate (CSR) for thin films test method.
The indenter used was a diamond Berkovich indenter with a tip
radius of 20 nm. The indenter was brought into contact with the film
at a speed of 100 nm/s and a surface approach distance of 2000 nm.
While oscillating at a frequency of 100 Hz with an amplitude of 1 nm,
the indenter was driven into the film’s surface at a strain rate of 0.2/s

FIG. 2. SEM images of perovskite layers annealed at (a) 80 ○C, (b) 100 ○C, (c) 130 ○C, (d) 150 ○C, and (e) 170 ○C.
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to 40% of the film thickness. At least 64 experimentally valid inden-
tations were done per sample using a separation of 60 μm between
two adjacent indentation sites to reduce the possibility of indenta-
tion interactions. For each indent, a load–displacement curve was
recorded.

In this analysis, the Berkovich diamond indenter properties
Ei and vi used are 1140 GPa and 0.07, respectively. The film’s
substrate has been shown to have a considerable impact on esti-
mates of the Young’s modulus obtained using nanoindentation.32

The film–substrate model by Hay and Crawford was used to elimi-
nate the effects of the FTO glass substrate on the perovskite films.
The model’s inputs include the film thickness, Poisson’s ratio of
the film, and the substrate’s elastic characteristics. The input values
used in this work are as follows: filmthickness = 500nm, vf = 0.33,
Es = 105GPa, and vs = 0.4.

IV. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
A. Microstructure of perovskite films

The perovskite films were processed and observed under SEM.
Figures 2(a)–2(e) represent the SEM microstructural images of the
perovskite film annealed at 80 and 170 ○C. We estimated the grain
size values from SEM images of several perovskite films that were
processed at different annealing temperatures. The SEM images
were analyzed using ImageJ software (ImageJ, National Institutes of
Health, Bethesda, MD, USA). The average roughness values were
estimated from AFM images that were analyzed using Gwyddion
software. To the best of our knowledge, the values were obtained
accurately. The results show that the size of the grain increases with
increasing annealing temperature. Similar trends have been reported
in prior work.16,19

The average grain size estimated increased from 493.0 ± 135.4
to 1616.0 ± 457.3 nm, as the annealing temperature increased from

TABLE I. Grain size d and surface roughness values.

Temp (○C) Grain size d (nm) Surface roughness (nm)

80 493.1 ± 135.4 41.3 ± 3.0
100 515 ± 154.5 35.8 ± 0.5
130 677 ± 206.2 38.0 ± 2.5
150 808 ± 228.3 40.4 ± 3.1
170 1616 ± 457.3 73.7 ± 8.0

80 to 170 ○C. The estimated grain size is summarized in Table I. A
smooth compact perovskite film layer was obtained as the anneal-
ing temperature increased to 130 ○C [Figs. 2(b) and 2(c)]. Lower
annealing temperature (80 ○C) yielded rough films with pinhole-like
defects [Fig. 2(a)]. For the films annealed at higher temperature, the
film rapidly crystalized to form larger grains [Figs. 2(d) and 2(e)],
which resulted in formations of defects (void and cracks) along the
grain boundaries [Fig. 2(e)].

Large and irregularly shaped plate-like grains were observed in
perovskite films annealed at 150 ○C. The films were also rougher
and had bigger grain sizes than those observed in perovskite films
annealed at lower temperatures. Larger grains with voids between
them were also observed in the films annealed at 170 ○C. The
rapid growth of grains from a few nucleation sites was also associ-
ated with void formation19 and significant reductions in solar cell
performance.

Contact mode atomic force microscopy (AFM) was used to
characterize the surface roughness of the perovskite films. Typical
AFM images of the films annealed at different temperatures between
80 and 170 ○C are presented in Fig. 3. The 3D orientations of the

FIG. 3. Typical AFM images of the perovskite films annealed at (a) 80 ○C, (b) 100 ○C, (c) 130 ○C, (d) 150 ○C, and (e) 170 ○C.
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TABLE II. Summary of the Young’s modulus and hardness values for perovskite films
annealed at different temperatures.

Temp (○C) E (GPa) H (GPa)

80 12.4 ± 1.1 0.822 ± 0.103
100 12.9 ± 1.3 0.813 ± 0.107
130 13.2 ± 1.2 0.828 ± 0.112
150 12.6 ± 1.5 0.751 ± 0.146
170 10.4 ± 1.7 0.54 ± 0.144

AFM images are presented in Fig. S1. The AFM images show the
equiaxed grain structures in the deposited films. The surface rough-
ness data that were obtained for the perovskite films are summarized
in Table I. The results showed that the average surface roughness
values of the films annealed at a very high temperature are higher,
indicating the presence of large pinholes and grain boundary voids
[Fig. 2(e)]. The results are consistent with prior studies of the film
microstructure, which show that surface roughness increased with
annealing temperature.42

B. Mechanical properties of perovskite films
The Young’s moduli and hardness of the perovskite films

annealed at different temperatures are summarized in Table II.
The hardness value for films annealed between 80 and 130 ○C
is ∼0.82 GPa. The hardness values for the films annealed above
130 ○C decreased to 0.75 and 0.54 GPa for films annealed at
150 and 170 ○C. The hardness values decrease by increasing tem-
perature to 150 ○C. This is attributed to interactions between dis-
locations and more widely spaced grain boundaries that occur
at temperatures of up to 150 ○C. However, above 150 ○C, the
occurrence of recrystallization (smaller grains) and micro-voids
results in a reduction of hardness after annealing at higher
temperatures.19,43,44

The Young’s modulus value slightly increased from 12.4 to 13.2
GPa for films annealed between 80 and 130 ○C and decreased to 12.6
and 10.4 GPa for films annealed at 150 and 170 ○C. The represen-
tative load–displacement curves for the film annealed at different
temperatures are shown in Fig. 4(a). The plots of Young’s modulus
vs depth obtained for each of the perovskite films annealed between

TABLE III. Micro- and nano-length scales for different annealing temperatures.

Temp (○C) Micro-scales (μm) Nano-scales (μm)

80 4.52 6.59
100 3.77 3.85
130 1.80 1.72
150 2.97 2.68
170 360.89 34.94

80 and 170 ○C are presented in Figs. S2(a)–S2(e). The obtained
Young’s moduli of 10.4–13.2 GPa and hardness values of 0.54–0.83
GPa are in reasonable agreement with prior reports.24 Ma et al.23 also
presented Young’s moduli and hardness values of 11.5–19.2 GPa and
0.047–0.63 GPa, respectively.

C. Indentation size effects
Figure 4(b) represents the contact depth dependence of hard-

ness obtained for all the perovskite films annealed at different tem-
peratures. Indentation size effects (ISEs), a phenomenon in which
the measured hardness values increase with decreasing indenta-
tion depth, were observed in all the film tested. This is because
of the effects of geometrically necessary dislocations at a small
scale.28 The hardness values increase at both the micro- and nano-
scales as the indentation depth reduces [Fig. 4(b)]. The level of the
increase at the nanoscale, however, is much more than that at the
microscale. The ISE for films annealed at different annealing tem-
peratures is presented in Figs. S3(a)–S3(e), while the representative
images of the indents are presented in Figs. S4(a)–S4(c). The indents
are typically on grains within the perovskite films (Fig. S4), with
pileup occurring in some cases [Fig. S4(c)].

To relate the indentation size dependence of hardness to the
strain gradient, the intrinsic material length scale l̂ was calculated
using a mechanism-based strain gradient (MSG) model [Eq. (8)].
The shear modulus μ value of 6.37 GPa45 and Burger’s vector b of
0.2995 nm were used. The characteristic length scale l̂ of the material
measures how much the stress gradient contributes to the plasticity.
The intrinsic length scales for the films at different annealing the
temperatures are summarized in Table III.

FIG. 4. (a) The load–displacement
curves for the film annealed at different
temperatures and (b) hardness–depth
curves.
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Micro-length scales between 2.97 and 4.52 μm and nano-length
scales between 2.68 and 6.59 μm were obtained for annealing tem-
peratures between 80 and 150 ○C. In the case of the films prepared at
170 ○C annealing temperature, 360.89 and 34.94 μm of micro- and
nano-length scales were obtained, respectively. The values obtained
are close to the value range of 1.15–6.51 μm reported by Zong et
al. for the nanoscale46 and ∼12 and 6 μm, respectively, reported
for annealed copper and work-hardened copper by Nix and Gao.36

The measured values of l̂ decreased as the annealing temperature
increases. Larger values of l̂ indicate greater spacing between sta-
tistically stored dislocations. This could lead to weaker dislocation
interactions and lower intrinsic strengthening of films annealed at
higher temperatures.

The density of geometrically necessary dislocations (GNDs),
ρG, was computed from Eq. (9), and the hardness values were esti-
mated from Eq. (10). This model shows that the square of hardness
is inversely related to the indent size, D. The values of the den-
sity of statistically stored dislocations (SSDs) ρs and shear strain Υ
were obtained by fitting the experimental data into Eq. (10). The
estimated values of ρs: 108–197 μm−2, ρG: 0.6–1.9 μm−2, and Υ :
13.1%–21.1% that were obtained for the different annealing temper-
atures are summarized in Table IV. Similar values of 389–543 μm−2

for ρs and 10%–21% for Υ have been reported in prior studies for
single crystal metals by Tong et al.44 The plots of ρG vs the inverse
of the indentation depth D−1, within the nanoscale, are presented in
Fig. 5(a) for perovskite films annealed at different temperatures.

The density of GNDs increases with decreasing indentation
depth. Since the SSDs varied slightly in the films annealed at dif-
ferent temperatures, an explanation for the size effect is that the
increase in ρG is connected to the increasing strain gradients at small
scales. The increased hardness is due to the increased interactions

TABLE IV. Estimates of average shear strain, GND, and SSD densities.

Temp (○C) ρS (μm−2) ρG × 105 (μm−2) Υ (%)

80 108.5 1.85 18.7
100 126.8 1.81 19.9
130 196.6 1.89 20.1
150 142.7 1.54 21.5
170 141.8 0.63 13.1

between the closer spaced GNDs at small scales. These interactions
cause hardening and strong indentation size effects in the nano- and
microscales. Other researchers have reported similar indentation
size dependence on hardness.36,47–49 The difference in the curve for
80 ○C [Fig. 5(a)] compared to the rest of the annealing temperatures
can be associated with texture and crystallinity of the films.

A plot of the square of hardness against the reciprocal of the
indentation depth in Eq. (11) gives a linear relationship for data
at both micro- and nano-scales [Figs. S5(a)–S5(e)] but with dif-
ferent slopes for the micro-hardness and nano-hardness data. The
results in the nano- and micro-scales constitute a bi-linear indenta-
tion size behavior.39 For an average indentation size of 100 nm in
the nanoscale for the 80 ○C annealing temperature, the density for
GNDs calculated from Eq. (9) is ∼2.4 × 1016 m−2. At the micro-scale,
for an average indentation size of 100 μm, the density for GNDs cal-
culated is ∼2.4 × 1013 m−2. Hence, the average dislocation spacing L
(L = 1/√ρG) for the film annealed at 80 ○C is ∼6.45 nm for a nano-
indentation of ∼100 nm and ∼0.204 μm for a micro-indentation size
of 100 μm.

FIG. 5. (a) Plots of GND density ρG vs
inverse of the indentation depth D−1.
(b) Dislocation burst on the load–
displacement curve of the perovskite film
annealed at 80 ○C. (c) Plot of σ0 vs
d−1/2 with the linear fit for perovskite films
annealed at different temperatures.
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Consequently, only relatively few GND rows are introduced
into the deformed regions for an indentation size of ∼100 nm.
Multiple dislocations must be initiated to compensate for these
dislocation source limited conditions. At such dislocation starved
conditions, very high stresses nucleate new dislocations, leading to
the observed high strengths.49 Furthermore, the discrete displace-
ment bursts found during the initial period of nano-indentation in
perovskite films are possible evidence of nucleation dislocations.47

Typical displacement dislocation burst is seen in the film annealed
at 80 ○C [Fig. 5(b)].

At the micro-scale indents, however, there is an established
dislocation substructure under the indenter. It is assumed that this
has a different plasticity length scale in the micro-scale. Hence, the
bi-linear behavior is evidence of the differences in source limited
dislocation structures of indentation at the nanoscale and the defor-
mation by established dislocation structures at the sub-microscale
and microscale. The different deformation mechanisms also account
for the differences in the length scale l̂ values at the nano- and
microscales.

The film grain size was related to the intrinsic film
strength/hardness in the absence of strain gradient plasticity (SGP)
phenomena. Figure 5(c) shows the experimental data of σ0 vs d−1/2

and the corresponding linear fit based on Eq. (12). H0 is linearly
related to d−1/2. The values of ky and σ0i (obtained using linear
fitting for perovskite film) are 4.64 GPa (nm)−1/2 and 0.077 GPa,
respectively.

The calculated intrinsic yield strengths for the perovskite films
annealed between 80 and 170 ○C are presented in Table V. The
intrinsic yield strength increases as the annealing temperature
increases. This is attributed to the reduction in the grain bound-
ary obstacles per unit volume that occurs with increasing grain
sizes at higher annealing temperatures. However, for annealing

TABLE V. Yield strength of the film annealed at different temperatures.

Temp (○C) d−1/2 (nm)−1/2 σ0 (GPa)

80 0.045 0.271
100 0.044 0.274
130 0.038 0.276
150 0.035 0.25
170 0.025 0.18

temperatures between 150 and 170 ○C, the intrinsic yield strength
decreased due to the effects of recrystallization and microvoid
formation.21,43,50 Yield strength values of 0.133–0.181 GPa have been
previously reported for MAPbI3.21

D. Optical and structural properties
The absorption spectra are presented in Fig. 6(a) for the per-

ovskite films that are prepared at different annealing temperatures.
The absorption increased by increasing annealing temperature from
80 to 130 ○C [Fig. 6(a) (top)], while the light absorption is reduced
as the annealing temperature is raised further from 150 to 170 ○C
[Fig. 6(a) (bottom)]. The increase in the absorbance, for the films
annealed between 80–130 ○C, is associated with the increased grain
size (Table I). The increase in the grain size is due to tensile strain
in the film, which can, therefore, leads to compressive strain along
the grain boundaries due to the increasing annealing temperature
from 80 to 170 ○C. The observed decrease in the absorbance peaks
for the films annealed at 150 and 170 ○C is associated with the ini-
tiation of grain boundary cracks [Fig. 2(e)], which is driven by the

FIG. 6. (a) Absorption spectral of films,
showing an increase in the absorbance
by increasing annealing temperatures
from 80 to 130 ○C (top) and a decrease
between 130 and 170 ○C (bottom). (b)
XRD patterns of films annealed at dif-
ferent temperatures. (c) Magnified XRD
patterns of the α-phase of the perovskite
films annealed at different temperatures.
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strains along the grain boundaries. The tensile strains in the per-
ovskite films have been presented earlier19 for different annealing
temperatures.

To further elucidate the effects of annealing temperature on
the structure and crystallinity, we used the x-ray diffractometer
(XRD) to produce x-ray diffraction patterns of the perovskite films.
Figure 6(b) represents the XRD patterns of the samples. The results
show that the films have strong and sharp diffraction peaks, indicat-
ing high crystallinity for the cubic perovskite phase. The crystallinity
of the samples increased as the annealing temperature increased
from 80 to 130 ○C as shown by the strong and sharp diffrac-
tion peaks. At higher temperatures between 150 and 170 ○C, the
crystallinity of the samples reduces, as evident in the reduced diffrac-
tion peaks [Fig. 6(b)]. The diffraction peak at a 2θ value of ∼14○

observed from perovskite films suggests the presence of a pure α-
perovskite phase.51 The intensity of the peak increases with the
increasing annealing temperature between 80 and 130 ○C [Fig. 6(b)].
The diffraction patterns obtained for the films annealed at temper-
atures above 130 ○C show a reduction of the α-phase of perovskites.
This suggests that the α-phase has been converted to cubic PbI2
[Fig. 6(b)]. The cubic PbI2 phase is more pronounced at 170 ○C,
indicating that at higher temperatures, most of the perovskite film
decomposes to PbI2.

Annealing of the double cation (FA and MA) mixed halide
organic components and PbI2 produces a dark brown cubic

perovskite phase,19 as the annealing temperature rises from 80 to
130 ○C. At higher temperatures between 150 and 170 ○C, a hexag-
onal perovskite phase is formed,19 which is evident in the PbI2 peak
at 130 ○C with intensity being higher for the films annealed at 150
and 170 ○C. Furthermore, a shift to lower diffraction angles was also
observed in the perovskite films [Fig. 6(c)]. This shift indicates ten-
sile strain in the perovskite films52 due to lattice expansion that can
cause compressive strains at the grain boundaries. The 2θ values of
14○, 24.4○, and 28.2○ correspond, respectively, to (110), (111), and
(220) lattice planes for the perovskite tetragonal phase.44,53,54

E. Electrical properties of PSCs
To further understand the effects of annealing tempera-

ture on the mechanical properties of PSCs, we characterize the
current–voltage characteristics of the devices fabricated at differ-
ent annealing temperatures. Figure 7(a) shows that the current
density–voltage curves of PSCs prepared at annealing tempera-
tures range between 80 and 170 ○C. The architecture of the device
is presented in Fig. 7(a) (inset). For the films annealed between
80 and 130 ○C, we observed an increase in the hardness (H),
open-circuit voltage (Voc), short circuit current density (Jsc), and
power conversion efficiency (PCE) [Figs. 7(b)–7(e)]. From 80 to
130 ○C, the devices exhibit improved performance characteristics
with increasing hardness of the perovskite film. However, the

FIG. 7. Effects of annealing temperature
on performance and mechanical proper-
ties. (a) J–V curves with the schematic
of the device architecture (inset). (b)
Hardness vs temperature. (c) Open
circuit voltage. (d) Current density. (e)
PCE of the PSCs at different annealing
temperatures.

TABLE VI. Summary of device parameters at different annealing temperatures.

Annealing temperature (○C)

Device parameter 80 100 130 150 170

Voc (V) 0.980 (0.89 ± 0.021) 1.019 (0.991 ± 0.032) 1.039 (1.002 ± 0.022) 0.899 (0.786 ± 0.043) 0.768 (0.678 ± 0.042)
Jsc (mA cm2) 20.08 (19.32 ± 1.34) 21.31 (19.56 ± 2.31) 23.67 (21.54 ± 3.23) 17.35 (15.89 ± 3.02) 10.88 (8.81 ± 1.27)
FF 0.549 (0.510 ± 0.012) 0.625 (0.594 ± 0.021) 0.658 (0.641 ± 0.023) 0.478 (0.421 ± 0.013) 0.484 (0.436 ± 0.041)
PCE (%) 11.99 (10.43 ± 1.20) 15.07 (14.23 ± 1.74) 17.98 (16.02 ± 2.32) 8.28 (7.04 ± 1.24) 4.50 (3.89 ± 0.89)
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hardness values of the perovskite films and the device parame-
ters decreased with a further increase in the annealing tempera-
ture [Figs. 7(b)–7(e)]. The device parameters are summarized in
Table VI.

It is important to note that the mechanical properties of films
and device performance characteristic parameters show a clear
relation with the increasing annealing temperature. The increased
annealing temperature results in improved PCEs due to increased
grain size and inter-diffusion of materials between layers in the
PSCs,19 while the increased hardness is due to a thermal-induced
decrease in material length scales (Table III) and yield strength
(Table V).

As the annealing temperature increases from 80 to 130 ○C, the
crystallinity of the sample increases, and we observed an increase
in the hardness (H), open-circuit voltage (Voc), short circuit cur-
rent density (Jsc), and power conversion efficiency (PCE) [Figs.
7(b)–7(e)]. From 80 to 130 ○C, the devices exhibit improved per-
formance characteristics. However, the device parameters decreased
with a further increase in the annealing temperature between 150
and 170 ○C with a reduction in the hardness (H), open-circuit volt-
age (Voc), short circuit current density (Jsc), and power conversion
efficiency (PCE). The J–V curves also show the presence of some
resistances in the devices due to voids and cracks. At the higher tem-
peratures (150 and 170 ○C), the defects caused by voids and cracks
decreased the PCE values, and increased length scale values low-
ered the hardness of the films. The best performing devices are those
annealed at 130 ○C and have a PCE of 17.98% and a hardness value
of 0.83 GPa.

V. SUMMARY AND CONCLUDING REMARKS
We have shown that the temperature at which the perovskite

film is annealed affects the mechanical properties of the devices fab-
ricated. The size dependence of hardness is due to the increase in
the density of GNDs with decreasing indentation size. The inden-
tation size effects are characterized between the microscale- and
nano-scale by a bi-linear SGP framework with source-limited and
established dislocation substructures. The measured microstructural
length scales decrease by increasing the annealing temperature to
130 ○C, after which it began to increase, causing films annealed
beyond 130 ○C to have reduced strengths because the larger
microstructural length scales correspond to larger dislocation spac-
ings and weaker dislocation interactions. Perovskite solar devices
annealed at temperatures above 130 ○C have poor performance.
We have shown that perovskite solar cell devices annealed at
130 ○C exhibit optimal performance and attractive combinations of
mechanical properties.

SUPPLEMENTARY MATERIAL

See the supplementary material for additional figures of the 3D
orientations of the AFM images of the films that were annealed at
different temperatures, film modulus vs depth for perovskite films
annealed at different temperatures, film hardness vs depth for per-
ovskite films annealed at different temperatures, SEM images of
indents on grains of the perovskite films, and the bi-linear behavior
from micro- to nano-scale for perovskite films annealed at different
temperatures.
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